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SportDOG NoBark 6 

Standard Bark Collar 
Waterproof & Submersible! 

 

Progressive Levels – Automatic Increase 

Vibration Activated 

Best for Dogs 15kg and Up 
 

 

Get the Barking Dog Training Collar for Small Dogs. 
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6 Automatically Increasing Stimulation Levels 

The SportDOG NoBark 6 Standard Bark Collar features 6 total stimulation levels that automatically 

increase as your dog continues to bark. The higher levels are less likely to be reached by sensitive dogs 

so this is perfect for any size dog as long as it fits. 

Automatic Reset to Lowest Level 

To ensure that your dog is properly trained, the level will reset back to 

the lowest if your dog stops barking for 30 seconds. If the collar is kept 

on for a good amount of time, training will be successful in no time. 

Waterproof & Submersible 

Water damage is nothing to worry about with the SportDOG SDBC6. The 

bark control collar is completely waterproof and submersible so your dog 

can safely play around in the rain or splash in puddles and wet fields. 

Vibration Activated – Vibration Sensor Monitors your Dog’s Vocal 

Cords 

Vibration Sensors monitors your dog’s vocal cords if fitted to your dog’s 

neck properly. This ensures that it only activates with your dog’s bark 

and not the barks of other dogs around the area. 

Shock Proof Coating to Reduce Accidental Activation 

The exterior of the bark control collar is coated with a high quality rubber coating that helps with shock 

proofing. This helps reduce accidental activation and ensures accurate stimulation. 

For Medium to Large Dogs – From 15kg+ with Neck Sizes of up to 71cm 

The SportDOG NoBark 6 Standard Bark Control Collar is designed for medium to extra-large sized dogs 

weighing 15kg and up with neck sizes of up to 71cm. It’s a small and compact unit that should be 

comfortable for extended use. 

Uses PetSafe RFA-67 Replaceable Battery – Lasts up to 6 Months 

The special PreSafe RFA-67 battery will last up to 6 months of normal use. The special battery also helps 

with waterproofing the bark collar. 
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